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aboveground On or above the surface of the ground.
Aboveground nuclear testing.

absentee
A person who is expected or required to be present at a place or event but
is not.
Absentee pupils.

away Out of the way especially away from one s thoughts.
The boat was 5 miles off or away.

barring The act of excluding someone by a negative vote or veto.

besides Making an additional point; anyway.
I m capable of doing the work and a lot more besides.

by So as to go past.
A car flashed by on the other side of the road.

decriminalize Make legal.
A battle to decriminalize cannabis.

depart Deviate from (an accepted, prescribed, or usual course of action.
He departed from the precedent set by many.

dispel Force to go away; used both with concrete and metaphoric meanings.
The brightness of the day did nothing to dispel Elaine s dejection.

dwelling Housing that someone is living in.
The proposed dwelling is out of keeping with those nearby.

elimination The expulsion of waste matter from the body.
The elimination of extreme poverty is a key objective.

except Take exception to.
Five classes of advertisement are excepted from control.

exclude Put out or expel from a place.
Apply flux to exclude oxygen.
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exemption
A deduction allowed to a taxpayer because of his status (having certain
dependents or being blind or being over 65 etc.
Additional exemptions are allowed for each dependent.

exhale Give off (vapour or fumes.
The chimney exhales a thick smoke.

habitable Fit for habitation.
The habitable world.

habitation
The act of dwelling in or living permanently in a place (said of both animals
and men.
He studied the creation and inhabitation and demise of the colony.

hall
United States astronomer who discovered Phobos and Deimos (the two
satellites of Mars) (1829-1907.
For a brief time they had shared a room in hall.

home Return home accurately from a long distance.
A home win.

leave Leave behind unintentionally.
Leave your child in the nurse s care.

obviate Avoid or prevent (something undesirable.
A parachute can be used to obviate disaster.

offstage (in a theatre) away from the stage and so not visible to the audience.
Offstage political meetings.

omit Prevent from being included or considered or accepted.
He was omitted from the second Test.

outdoors Outside a building.
A lover of the great outdoors.

outside Coming from the outside.
Was he as straight as he appeared on the outside.

porch
A structure attached to the exterior of a building often forming a covered
entrance.
The north porch of Hereford Cathedral.

redefine Define again or differently.
The role of the Emperor was redefined.

respire
Undergo the biomedical and metabolic processes of respiration by taking
up oxygen and producing carbon monoxide.
Lichens respire at lower levels of temperature and moisture.

tent Cover with or as if with a tent.
The circus tented near the town.
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unshared
Not shared with or by another or others.
Most of those placed in hostels would prefer unshared independent
accommodation.


